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REMINISCENCES ON GENETICS : FROM MENDELISM TO 
RECOMBINANT DNA* 

Imperial Cancer Kescarch Fund., I.ontion. b'. C. 7 ,  l'ilgland 

I T is a great honour that the Raman Research fatl:e~-'s blur eqes" implying xamcihi~~g like 
Instiiute Trust has done me by asking me to ".Johnny has inherited hih fatbtri-"s \vatchW. 'k'et in 

deliver on this anniversary day, the Gandhi the Bible, Cienesis 30, u e  find ii gar-bieii ;~ccount 
memorial lecture. Mahatma Ciandhi's idealsand which can he interpreted a h  sijc)*~j;:ig tlxit .lacob 
dcciication art. badly needed in today's world, knew hou to breed black larnbs out ot'a white 
mad with violence :,rid CI-ushing individuality. I flock. 
am going to talk about a field oi'science which, in 
my lifetime, has made enormous strides. Most I 
have witnessed myself. Like in any other field of 
science the powerful tools i t  now provides for 
mankind can be put to good or  evil use. This is 
where Gandhi's ideals and wisdom would be 
most needed. 

An awareness oftheexistence of heredity, that 
is of a tendency for variation not to be distribu- 
ted at  random between individuals of a species 
but to be somehow related to descent, must go . 
back a long time in human history. The fact that 
offspring resemble their parents more than unre- 
lated individuals is what. no doubt, neolithic 
farmers first used in improving cultivated plants 
and domestic animals. The simple device was 
that of selecting the most desirable individuals a s  
parents of the next generation. I Gregor Mendel (1822-1884). 

Hut the history of the attempts towards an  
understanding of the mechanism of heredity is 
full of pitf'alls and false ideas. From Hippocrates 
and Aristotle to  as recently as Darwin. for 
instance. the idea persisted that the features of 
the individual were somehow directly transmit- 
ted to its progeny through the germ cells. The 
pure fiction of the "homunc~!lus", the mini-man 
believed to be visible through the microscope in 
the spern? head, was still alivc 200 years ago. 
After all \we still say ".Johnny has inherited his 

*The Ciandhl M e m o r ~ a l  1.ecture delivered a t  Raman  
Research Institute, Bangalol-e on  30 .l;~nuary 19x3 

T o  find a first comprehensive scientific 
approach to the mechanism of heredity we have 
to come to Mendel In 1866. He disposed once 
and for all of any mechanism implying that the 
characters of the individual were themselves 
somehow transmitted through the germ cells. He 
showed that heredity is mediated by factors (we 
now call them "genes") uninfluenced by the 
somatic features, and that the somatic features 
are the consequence of the nature (we now call it 
"information") of such factors. He also showed 
that different factors are transmitted separately 
from each other and distinguished clearly 
between the genetic constitution of a n  
















